
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of presales solution architect. If you
are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for presales solution architect

Become the customers trusted advisor
Demonstrates in-depth knowledge of specific solution domain, company
products and solutions customers' technical and business environment
Creates formal networks for collaboration and best practice sharing
Recognized as an authority within the company in a specific solution domain
Participates in deep-dive discussions and establishes the company as a
trusted solution partner by engaging with executive level customers to
showcase solutions designed to combat business challenges while meeting
financial metrics and demonstrating customer growth opportunities
Drives collaboration among internal account teams and engages the full
portfolio of partners to build effective solution strategies for customer's
technical and business challenges that improve the company's share of wallet
Identifies risks while migrating legacy IT systems to transformational solutions
Contributes to the industry for specific domain with an active presence in
conferences, social media, business events, Monitors the changing
competitive landscape and determines potential implications for customer
environments
Guides new solution architects by defining conceptual designs, detailed
technical depictions, and degree of customization required which are
essential for solution development
Presales experience (2-5 years) in Software and ideally in a BI environment

Example of Presales Solution Architect Job
Description
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Strong general knowledge of wireless communications fundamentals and
voice/data architectures - both public and private
Preferably has prior experience with Cloud Service Provider and MSP (
Managed Service Provider) &/or Telcos
Working knowledge of IAAS Cloud Platforms, AWS &/or Azure
Possesses hands-on ability in appropriate technology fields, for example
cloud architecture, infrastructure service delivery
Practitioner Knowledge or certification - such as VCP or VCDX , AWS,
DevOps or similar industry cert
SAP certified in S4Hana, ECC is a must


